most ev'ry night.

When that moon is big and bright it's a supernatural

ural delight. ev'ry body's dancing in the moonlight.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{S1:} & \quad \text{do} \quad \text{deh} \quad \text{do} \\
\text{S2:} & \quad \text{do} \quad \text{deh} \quad \text{do} \\
\text{A1:} & \quad \text{do} \quad \text{deh} \quad \text{do} \\
\text{A2:} & \quad \text{do} \quad \text{deh} \quad \text{do} \\
\text{T:} & \quad \text{do} \quad \text{deh} \quad \text{do} \\
\text{B:} & \quad \text{do} \quad \text{deh} \quad \text{do}
\end{align*} \]
Ev-erybody here

They don't bark and they don't bite. They keep things loose.
they keep 'em light

Ev'ry bod' y's danc-ing in the moon-light.

doo doo doo doo

doo doo doo doo

doo doo doo doo

they keep 'em light

Ev'ry bod' y's danc-ing in the moon-light.

it's such a fine
we never light.

You can't dance and stay up light it's a supernatural

doo dat dat doo

mp

S1

mp

S2

doo dat dat doo
doo dat dat ah

mp

A1

doo dat dat doo
doo dat dat ah

mp

A2

doo dat dat doo
doo dat dat ah

mp

T

doo dat dat doo
doo dat dat ah

sup

B

dm deh dm dm dm dm dm dm dm deh deh deh dm dm dm dm dm dm dm dm

mp

Dance

Aural dat light.

Everybody was dancing in the moonlight.

Dance

Dance
-ing in the moon-light
every body's feeling warm and bright
it's such a fine
and natural sight
every body's dancing in the moon-light
Yeah we were dance

all night long

we we we

we we we

we we we
Clap
- ing in the moon-light, ev-ery-thing's feel-ing warm and bright, it's such a fine

and nat-ural sight, ev-ery-thing's dan-cing in the moon-light, Danc-i-ning.

Danc-i-ning in the moon-light, Danc-i-ning in the moon-light, Danc-i-ning.
sight and natural sight, everyone's dancing in the moonlight. The earth feels warm and bright it's such a fine day.

sight and natural sight, everyone's dancing in the moonlight. The earth feels warm and bright it's such a fine day.

sight and natural sight, everyone's dancing in the moonlight. The earth feels warm and bright it's such a fine day.

sight and natural sight, everyone's dancing in the moonlight. The earth feels warm and bright it's such a fine day.